
An independent analysis of the Ukraine crisis 

Introduction 

I tried to avoid writing on this subject as many were doing so and I am very busy with 
other projects. However, I have received requests to comment and have been sickened by 
the hypocrisy of governments and the mainstream media; as well as being shocked by the 
ignorance of people that should know better. 

I do not claim to be a specialist in Russian studies but I know enough to say that the 
narrative being portrayed by the establishment is essentially the opposite of the truth 
(what’s new?). Vital facts in the story are obliterated; information is skewed and cherry-
picked; and the wider picture ignored. 

Here I will endeavour to stick to plain facts as much as possible and only comment where 
necessary to explain context. 

Let me ask you a question. Do you believe that it was right for the Allies in WWII to 
implement the D-Day landings and fight to liberate Nazi-held France and Western 
Europe? If you do, then you should be supporting Vladimir Putin and the Russian troops 
for doing exactly the same thing in liberating the Donbass. Let us unpack all of this starting 
at the beginning. 

Abstract 

 The Ukraine has been part of Russia since the 9th century, with some areas controlled 
by other powers for some periods.  

 In simple terms it comprises Russian-speakers in the east (the Donbass) and Crimea 
and people of Polish, Lithuanian and other extractions in the west. 

 It was not a unified country until 1922 as part of the Soviet Union but was an area of 
various states under different hegemonies (Cossacks, Poland, Lithuania, the Austro-
Hungarian Empire, Russia, Mongols etc.).  

 In 2014 the CIA organised a coup to topple the democratically elected president and 
establish a puppet government. 

 The Donbass and Crimea declared independence. Crimea, through a legal referendum, 
became formally part of the Russian Federation and protected by Russian troops. The 
DPR and LPR in the Donbass were recognised by the UN. 

 NATO and the US channelled money, weapons, missiles, munitions, troops and 
advisors on to Russia’s doorstep. 

 NATO had already, contrary to diplomatic agreements, expanded into Poland, Estonia, 
Latvia and Lithuania, establishing US military bases. 

 The Ukraine government began a civil war, shelling the Donbass every day, killing 
thousands and perpetrating atrocities. 

 The country became more and more corrupt and engaged in multiple criminal 
enterprises. The leadership was dominated by genuine Nazis. The life of ordinary 
Ukrainians was very difficult, suffering hardships. 

 Ukraine sought NATO and EU membership posing an existential threat to Russia. 

 Russia, after trying all diplomatic avenues, had no choice but to intervene to stop the 
genocide of the Russians in the Donbass and get rid of the military threat on its 
doorstep. 
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 Putin declared that when the Donbass has been secured, with Ukraine being neutral, 
demilitarised and denazified, he will withdraw. He is not on an imperialistic mission. 

 After a rapid successful military campaign in two days, Putin offered peace 
negotiations. The Ukraine government rejected this. Loss of life since 25 February is 
due to Zelensky, or rather the global elite controlling him. 

 

The foundation of Russia and Ukraine: a simplified explanation 

Origins 
Russia began as a colony established by Vikings that settled in the area now known as The 
Ukraine, which was probably founded in the 6th or 7th century, developing as a commercial 
centre on the trade route between Scandinavia and Constantinople. The Varangians were 
Scandinavian voyagers who travelled by land and up rivers into the Ukraine area in the 9th 
and 10th centuries, establishing the Rurik dynasty and gaining great influence in the 
Byzantine Empire. 

In time these Varangians became known as ‘the Kievan Rus’. In the Middle Ages Kiev 
became capital of the state of Kiev Rus, the historical nucleus of Russia ruled by the Rurik 
dynasty from the 9th to the 13th centuries. In the 9th century the house of Rurik had begun 
to dominate the eastern Slavs, establishing the first all-Russian state with its capital at 
Kiev. This powerful state accepted Christianity in about 985 under the first significant 
Russian leader Vladimir the Great, ruler of the Kievan Rus from 980 to 1015; considered as 
a saint by the Russians. 

Mongol control 
There were always problems with incursions by Mongols (Tartars). The Mongols 
established their control over most of European Russia in the 13th century and in 1240 Kiev 
was destroyed.  

Muscovy 
Following the collapse of Mongol rule in the late 14th century, the principality of Muscovy 
emerged as the pre-eminent state. Gradually it absorbed formerly independent 
principalities such as Novgorod (1478), forming in the process an autocratic, centralised 
Russian state. 

Ivan the Terrible was the first Muscovite ruler to assume the title of Tsar (Emperor) of all 
Russia (1547). During his reign the state continued its expansion to the south and into 
Siberia. After his death a period of confusion followed as boyar (noble) families challenged 
the power of Theodore I (ruled 1584–98) and Boris Godunov (tsar 1598–1605). During the 
civil war upheavals of the Time of Troubles (1604–13), there were several rival candidates 
to the throne, which ended with the restoration of firm rule by Michael Romanov as elected 
emperor.  

Kiev was successively held by Lithuania and Poland until the Cossack revolt of 1648 when 
it briefly became the capital of a Ukrainian state. It returned to Russian control in 1654. 

Romanovs  
The Romanovs were the ruling house of Russia from 1613 until the Revolution of 1917. The 
early three emperors ensured that Russia emerged as the major Slavic power. The next 
emperors established it as a great power in Europe: Peter I (‘the Great’; 1689–1725) and 
Catherine II (‘the Great’; 1762–96) were the most successful of these rulers. 
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The Romanov dynasty resumed the process of territorial expansion, and in 1649 
established peasant serfdom. In the early 18th century Peter I transformed the old 
Muscovite state into a partially Westernised empire, stretching from the Baltic to the 
Pacific.  

From this time onward Russia played a major role in European affairs. Under the 
empresses Elizabeth I and Catherine II, it came to dominate Poland, and won a series of 
victories against the Ottoman Turks.  

In 1798–99 the Russians joined Great Britain, Austria, Naples, Portugal, and the Ottoman 
empire to fight against Napoleon. The Treaty of Tilsit (1807) enabled it to acquire Finland 
from Sweden, while the early Russo-Turkish Wars led to territorial acquisitions in 
Bessarabia and the Caucasus. Following Napoleon's defeat, the Treaty of Vienna (1815) 
confirmed Russia and Austria as the leading powers on the continent of Europe. 

Rivalry of interests, especially in south-east Europe, between Russia and the Western 
powers led to the Crimean War. Serfdom was abolished in 1861, and attempts at changes in 
local government, the judicial system, and education were partially successful. 

Communist overthrow 
Defeat in the unpopular Russo-Japanese War led to the Russian Revolution of 1905. A 
Duma (Parliament) was established, and its Prime Minister, Stolypin, attempted a partial 
agrarian reform. The beginning of the 20th century saw a rapid growth in Russian industry, 
mainly financed by foreign capital. It was among the urban concentration of industrial 
workers that the Social Democratic Party won support, although it split after 1903 into 
Bolsheviks and Mensheviks. Support for Balkan nationalism led Russia into World War I. 
The hardship which the war brought on the people was increased by the inefficient 
government of Nicholas II.  

A series of revolts culminating in the Russian Revolution of 1917 led to the overthrow of 
the Romanov dynasty and to the Russian Civil War, after which the Soviet Union was 
established in 1922. This revolution was financed by western capitalists and Jewish 
bankers, organised by Jacob Schiff for the Rothschilds. The chief leaders and activists in 
the revolution were Jews seeking revenge on the Romanovs for past grievances. The make 
up of leadership in the Soviet Union was largely by Jews; for example the Cheka 
(forerunner to the KGB) was made up of 85% Jews. Most of the Bolshevik leaders were 
Jews. In the terror that followed no synagogue was damaged but thousands of churches 
were destroyed and millions of Christians were tortured and killed. 

Rabbis throughout the world for many years celebrated the establishment of the Soviet 
Union claiming that this was an expression of Talmudism. In reality the secular Soviet 
Union (which represented an invasion of the real Orthodox Christian Russia) was a 
prototype for the new world order that the global elite seek to establish. The Socialist 
corporatists in the elite sought to align America as far as possible with the collectivist 
model posed by the Soviet system. This was established by the Reece Report of 1954 and 
the investigations of Norman Dodd. 

The Ukraine did not really exist as an independent state until Lenin consolidated it 
whereupon Kiev became the capital of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic in 1934. 
Khruschev relinquished the Ukraine in 1954. In 1991 Kiev became capital of an 
‘independent’ Ukraine.  

Before the Soviet Union was constituted the Ukraine was made up of different territories 
held by various interests but there was always a difference between the east, which was 
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dominated by Russian-speaking people, and the west, which looked more towards Europe. 
The west was a part of the Austria-Hungarian Empire for a long time. Many in the west are 
of Polish / Lithuanian extraction. 

The Communist Party of the Soviet Union maintained firm control over the federation 
until the late 1980s, when pressures developed for greater independence. In 1990 a new 
constitution created a Russian Congress of People's Republics and a Russian Supreme 
Soviet, of which Boris Yeltsin was elected Chairman on a ticket of multi-party democracy 
and economic reform. In June 1991 he was elected President of the Federation by popular 
vote. Following the disintegration of the Soviet Union and the resignation of President 
Gorbachev in December, Russia became an independent sovereign state. It took the 
leading role in forming a new body, the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), 
which most of the former Soviet republics joined. 

The government of Yeltsin was corrupt. The Russian economy collapsed with Communism 
and the country was dominated by global elite interests working through rich oligarchs 
who were mainly of Jewish extraction. The rich got richer and the poor were trampled on. 
It was in this situation that Putin came to power. Putin is essentially a nationalist and 
Orthodox Christian. He was baptised into the Russian Orthodox Church and is very devout 
(not perfect by any means). This is what drives him; his country and his religion, which he 
equates with his country. 

As a result of his convictions, Putin was not able to be controlled by the global elite. He 
first sought to purify his country by expelling the oligarchs, which took some time. This 
incurred the wrath of the global elite that vowed to destroy Russia (again). After this, Putin 
sought to build up his country based on common sense principles. He built up the gold 
reserves. He established trade deals with China. He strived to make Russia self-sufficient 
by utilising Russia’s massive natural resources, especially natural gas. The more the west 
sanctioned him, the more Russia prospered. It developed advanced weapon systems at a 
fraction of the cost of the American military industrial complex. It produced a food 
surplus. It obliterated national debt and established excellent social services. It welcomed 
thousands of American and South African immigrants giving grants to farm land. 
Dissidents from America, Canada and other western nations have found a home in Russia 
where they are free; such as Edward Snowden or Eva Bartlett. Ordinary Russians began to 
prosper. This is why Putin is beloved by the Russian people and why former Soviet 
countries like Belarus are seeking closer ties with Russia. 

Russia is thus, along with China, one of the foremost geo-political entities. This poses a 
real threat to US interests and this is why there is such a campaign of hate directed at 
Russia constantly. The US election-stealing hoax is but one example. The establishment 
seeks to make Putin and Russia the great bogey-man. 

Timeline of Ukraine history 

 In antiquity, Ukraine was part of Scythia1 and was settled by the Getae.2 Then followed 
early Slavic3 expansion. 

 Varangian / Rus control from 9th century. The Kievan Rus forms the beginning of 
formal Varangian historical records. 

                                                   
1 The Scythian empire, which existed between the 8th and 2nd centuries BC, was centred on the northern 
shores of the Black Sea and extended from southern Russia to the borders of Persia.  
2 A tribe (aka Gets) related to the Thracians (Indo-European speaking people residing mainly in the 
Balkans). 
3 Indo-European tribe speaking Slavic and residing mainly in the Balkans but stretch to Siberia. 
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 Mongol conquest (the Golden Horde) in the 13th century. 

 Lithuanian control in the 14th century.  

 The Crimea came under Ottoman control from 1478 (the Crimean Khanate). 

 Polish rule in 1569, which brought serfdom and religious persecution, producing an 
exiled community of Cossacks who resisted both Polish and Russian domination.  

 After the Russo-Polish War of 1654-67 the eastern part of Ukraine (east of the Dnieper 
River) came under Russian rule. 

 After the Partitions of Poland in 1772, 1793 and 1795, the extreme west of Ukraine fell 
under the control of the Austro-Hungarian Empire until 1895. The east was part of the 
Russian Empire. 

 In 1783, after the Russo-Turkish War (1768-74) Russia defeated the Khanate and 
Crimea came under Russian control, a situation which lasted until the break-up of the 
Soviet Union in 1991.  

 In 1918 independence was proclaimed. 

 In 1922 the area had been conquered by Soviet forces, to become the Ukrainian Soviet 
Socialist Republic. Lenin created the country which before had been an area comprising 
several states. 

 Stalin imposed collectivisation on the region, which suffered grievously from his purges 
(the Holodomor). This killing of over 10 million Ukrainians was overseen by a Jew 
called Genrikh Yagoda. 

 It was devastated during the German occupation of 1941–44, although many 
nationalists welcomed the Germans.  

 Territorial gains from Romania, eastern Poland, and Slovakia completed the union of 
all Ukrainian lands into one republic by 1945, the Crimea being added in 1954.  

 By 1990 strong pressure had built up for independence from the Soviet Union, and the 
Ukraine Supreme Soviet formally declared independence in August 1991, with 
overwhelming support in a referendum.  

 Following independence, the largely Russian region of the Crimea declared itself an 
autonomous region in 1992.  

 Ukraine formally joined the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) in 1993.  

 Relations with Russia remained tense as Ukraine continued to dispute the autonomy of 
Crimea. A new constitution abolishing Soviet-style institutions and consolidating 
democracy was adopted in June 1996. It is not technically an independent state. 

 In 2014 there was a CIA-led coup that saw the democratically elected Vildor 
Yanukovych overthrown because he favoured Russia. 

 2014: Crimea had a referendum and 96% elected to join with Russia. Russia did not 
arbitrarily annex Crimea. 

 The eastern Ukraine (Donbass region) Donetsk and Lugansk People’s Republic was 
established in 2014. These areas effectively declared themselves independent from the 
Ukraine government. The American dominated Kiev regime resisted this violently. 

 
Key points 

 The area comprising the Ukraine has mostly been under Russian influence for over 
2,000 years and was politically Russian (Kievan Rus) from the Middle Ages. It was 
directly under Russian control from 1783. 

 A large proportion of residents in the Ukraine have always been Russian speakers who 
favour Russia rather than the west. 

 The Ukraine has only been a separate nation state in principle since 1918 but was 
immediately absorbed into the Soviet Union from 1922 until 1954. 
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The Western-Russian détente after 1990 

After the collapse of the Soviet Union, Russia (Gorbachev) sought assurances from NATO 
that there would be no expansion eastwards even one inch. This agreement secured the 
Soviet withdrawal from East Germany to allow for reunification. This provided Russia with 
a buffer zone separating it from the EU and NATO influence in Eastern Europe. Diplomatic 
assurances were given to Russia on several occasions, such as by US Secretary of State 
James Baker. No treaty was signed but diplomacy secured peace; however, the agreement 
was put into writing. 

However, Russia did not advance westwards, but NATO encroached eastwards. 

The west’s breaking of this détente and military expansionism 

We will examine the CIA’s coup in the Ukraine separately. 

Far from keeping to the diplomatic agreements NATO, and particularly the US, has been 
constantly creeping eastwards by establishing military and air bases right on the border 
with Russia. These stretch in a long line from Finland to Turkey in Europe, but also 
continue all the way to northern Australia. The military aggression stems not from Putin 
but from NATO. NATO promised Gorbachev it would not establish US military bases in 
former USSR states. 

Here are just a few examples of US military operations in Eastern Europe. 

 Iraq:  at least 2,500 troops in several bases. 

 Syria: 2,000 forces in 12 illegal facilities. 

 Bulgaria: four facilities including two air bases. 

 Germany: 35 military facilities. Four air bases. 

 Israel: one facility. 

 Kosovo: two facilities. 

 Kuwait: four facilities including a naval base. Two air bases. 

 Bahrain: naval base. 

 Greece: naval base. 

 Aruba: air base. 

 Estonia: air base. 

 Poland: one air base. 

 Qatar: two air bases. 

 Romania: two air bases. 

 Turkey: one air base. 

 Finland: tank base. 

 Latvia: military bases and air base. 
 
These are just a sample of the many bases. This is a clear line of threats to Russia from the 
Baltic Sea to the Mediterranean Sea and the Persian Gulf. 
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In addition Poland (1999), Latvia (2004), Lithuania (2004) and Estonia (2004) have 
become members of NATO and the Ukraine became a de fact member of NATO from 2014 
and a prospective member of the EU. This put NATO and the EU right on the Russian 
border. This was also contrary to promises made to Russia. 

On top of this America has established 12 bioweapons level-4 laboratories in Ukraine. 
These also pose a major threat to Russia. 

The CIA coup in Ukraine 

The Ukraine has never been formally signed off as an independent state but was a member 
of a federation. 

When it became clear that the democratically elected Vildor Yanukovych favoured closer 
ties with Russia, in 2014 the CIA resourced a coup to overthrow a democratically elected 
state, just as it has done multiple times before.4 Yanukovych’s election had been certified 
by the Organisation for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE). It is vitally important 
to understand this coup as it forms the foundation for Russian grievances. Denying it is 
foolish. 

The new puppet regime passed anti-Russian laws, which largely affected the two regions in 
the Donbass (eastern Ukraine). It then launched a civil war. 

The Donbass Russian-speaking area rebelled against this illegal overthrow and two regions 
declared their independence. These were Donetsk and Lugansk, which declared themselves 
a republic (the Donetsk People’s Republic [DPR] and the Lugansk People’s Republic 
[LPR]). Russia recognised the independence of the DPR and LPR but only formally in 
2022. This prompted the CIA-backed Ukraine government to start shelling persecution of 
the Donbass region. This included missile strikes and artillery munitions shelling with 
many lives lost. 

Donbass has been fighting to secure their right to vote, since the majority voted for 
Yanukovych. The Minsk Agreements (2014 / 2015) secured the two republic’s political 
autonomy. The UN Security Council Resolution No. 2202 (February 2015) consolidated 
this agreement. Despite signing this treaty, the Ukraine government effectively tore it up. 
The president said that it would never be implemented. America was also opposed to 
Minsk because it would have brought peace when it seeks to use the Ukraine as a launch-
pad for attacks on Russia. 

The Ukraine then sought to have membership in NATO and secure nuclear weapons from 
the West. In fact, Ukraine is really a de fact member of NATO already. They deployed 
troops to Afghanistan. NATO poured in billions of dollars of weaponry and provided 
thousands of military advisors, including the SAS. At the Munich Security Conference 
Zelensky was lauded and a statement released saying that the 1994 Budapest 
Memorandum should be revised and Ukraine should be armed with nuclear weapons. This 
was a red line for Russia. 

NATO exists outside the remit of the UN and international law and is thoroughly corrupt. 
It ceased to have any reason to exist when the Cold War ended since it was formed to 
counter the Cold War Soviet threat. Instead it just expanded and started multiple illegal 
wars and coups. NATO is an illegal military empire. 

                                                   
4 America has overruled national sovereignty over 100 times since 1945. 
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Frankly, it is a miracle that Putin showed patience for eight years, despite pleas for help 
from the Donbass. Putin had tried diplomatic measures, which got nowhere. 

The condemnation of western leaders is sheer hypocrisy. John Pilger pointed out that 
while Biden castigates Putin he was stealing Afghanistan’s cash reserves and condemning 
millions to starvation. The west could have brought peace to the Ukraine but chose not to. 
Instead it provoked the bear. 

The situation in the Ukraine after 2014 

To say that the Ukraine is a failed state is an understatement; it is more of a corrupt, 
criminal, genocidal territory that functions as a puppet US state. Even Tucker Carlson 
stated that it was not a democracy but a client state of the US. Zionist Nazis and Zionist 
Mafia have run it since 2014; President Zelensky is a Jew, formerly a comedian; former 
president Poroshenko is a Jew. Israel has been funding the neo-Nazi groups for years.  

In fact, the former oligarch banker Poroshenko, who was put in power by the CIA in 2014 
and served until 2019, is now being prosecuted for multiple crimes. Poroshenko also, 
contrary to diplomatic agreements, sought closer ties with the west initiating integration 
with the EU by signing the Ukraine-European Union Association Agreement. He also 
posed with a soldier wearing SS Tottenkopf insignia. 

The Ukrainian Nazis are far-right radical nationalists that dominate the puppet 
government. They idolise a Nazi called Stepan Bandera,5 and commemorate his birthday, a 
man who fought with German Nazis in WWII. They have put up monuments to people that 
fought with an SS Panzer division that massacred an entire village in France. They openly 
wear SS insignia on their uniforms. This is not just the Azov Battalion6 but other units as 
well, such as the C-14 youth group. 

Being dominated by Nazi criminals, the Ukraine is a centre for all sorts of criminal activity 
on behalf of the deep state: money-laundering, organ trafficking, drug running, biological 
weapons storage, weapons trafficking and so on. Both Joe Biden and his son Hunter have 
been making millions by using the corruption in the Ukraine. Joe secured the termination 
of a criminal prosecution against Hunter by illegally using his political influence. 

The Ukrainian people, like most other nations, are decent folk trying to live a peaceful life. 
The problem is with the ruling powers and the Nazi paramilitary groups. 

The Ukraine government hates the Russian speaking people in the Donbass whom it calls 
‘untermensch’ (sub-human; lit. ‘underman’). This is actually a Nazi term for non-Aryan 
inferior people including eastern Slavs.   

The Ukraine government declared that the whole of the Donbass was a terrorist hotspot. 
This was in order to enable the government to act violently towards the Russian-speaking 
inhabitants. This was legalised discrimination. The government also outlawed Russian 
opposition political parties and got rid of Russian speaking television. Speaking in Russian 
was forbidden. It then cut off food supplies and electricity in an embargo and cut of fresh 
water supplies to the Crimea by damming the Dnieper canal. 

                                                   
5 Bandera was a Ukrainian politician and a theorist of the far right militant wing Organisation of Ukrainian 
Nationalists. He collaborated with the Nazis and was associated with war crimes. 
6 This comprises Nazi mercenaries trained by Blackwater plus Salafi jihadis. 
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The Ukraine government, in its hatred of the 4 million Russian-speaking residents in the 
Donbass, uses the services of Nazi paramilitary groups to conduct warfare on its behalf. 
This is to enable it deniability when questioned. It is not genuine Ukrainian military 
shelling Russians but fascist paramilitary groups that wear Nazi insignias. These are 
armed, supplied, and trained by western governments. The bombs that fall on innocent 
Russian women and children were paid for by your taxes but initiated by real Nazis who 
are inspired by German Nazis. This is why Putin called for denazification.  

Zelensky 

Herewith some bullet points about President Zelensky and his governance. 

 Volodymyr Zelensky is the sixth and current president of Ukraine. 

 He grew up as a native Russian speaker in Kryvyi Rih, Central Ukraine. 

 He was formerly an actor and comedian. 

 He achieved fame for playing a piano with his penis onstage in front of a live audience 
playing a fictional president. 

 He gained power as a result of George Soros funding a huge promotional campaign for 
him on an anti-corruption ticket (yes really). 

 He is a puppet leader working on behalf of the global elite; essentially a pawn of the US. 
The whole country understands this. 

 He has proved to be a barefaced liar. 

 Under his leadership the country has become more and more corrupt (it was already 
corrupt). He crashed the economy. Crime proliferated. Ukraine became the centre of 
human trafficking, worth billions. The Mafia dominates. 

 Four opposition TV channels were banned. Many journalists were murdered while 
others were imprisoned. Censorship prevailed. 

 Ethnic minorities (e.g. the Hungarian minority) were persecuted and discriminated 
against and not allowed to speak their language. 

 Failures of leadership have led to hardship not only for the Donbass but also for other 
Ukrainians. People are paying half of their salaries to heat the house. Living conditions 
are extremely difficult. Wages are low. Corruption is everywhere. Ordinary people are 
badly affected by crime. 

 He is surrounded by real Nazis that form a government paramilitary unit, which is 
funded and supplied by NATO and the US. 

 These units are deployed by Zelensky to shell and attack the Donbass Russian-speaking 
region killing thousands. 

 Ukraine has one of the most corrupt and evil governments in the world. 
 

The persecution of Russian speaking regions in the Ukraine 

Crimea 
With no murmur from western media, the Ukrainian puppet government cut off the 
Crimea from freshwater supplies after its legal separation from the Ukraine. This was 85% 
of Crimea’s water requirements. It also cut off its electric supply. Immediately on invading 
the Ukraine, Putin was able to restore the water supply by unlocking the North Crimean 
Canal connected to the Dnieper River. 

The Donbass (Donets Basin) 
The Donbass Russian-speaking area has been constantly shelled for eight years by the CIA 
proxy Ukrainian government. The suffering of the Russian people has been intense and 
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long-lasting. Shelling occurs every single day killing men, women and children. There is 
also a blockade. There have been defensive retaliatory actions but these are small in 
comparison with the resources and support of the American military for the Ukrainian 
military, which now include strike drones. 

In the last eight years at least 14,000 people have been killed in the Donbass conflict. An 
OSCE monitoring mission noted 2,000 cease-fire violations by Kiev with many violations 
of humanitarian laws. In one case 48 civilians were herded into a union trade-house 
precinct and burned alive. 

Before the Russian action, Ukraine troops were massing on the line of contact with 60,000 
soldiers gathered ready for a big push to slaughter Russian-speaking citizens. This is why 
Putin was forced to act. It was not an invasion but a liberation. 

The US has sought, by manipulating the media, to keep the atrocities of the Ukraine 
government a secret. Most people have no clue. 

Imagine the reverse. If Alaska was partially occupied by a foreign power and persecuted 
American citizens, would the US have waited eight years before it launched an attack? 

Russia was castigated for recognising the breakaway nations LPR and DPR, despite being 
ratified by the UN. Why is this any different from NATO initiating a breakaway nation in 
Kosovo? Why is it OK for NATO to support (in fact create) a breakaway nation but not 
Russia? 

The military threat to Russian security 

America has spent billions arming and training Ukrainian troops for years. This has been 
done blatantly with no embarrassment. Special forces like the SAS are training Ukrainian 
soldiers. NATO countries have also sent in troops under the pretext of exercises. In 2021 
over 23,000 troops and more than 1,000 units of hardware were involved in military 
operations in the Ukraine. Ukrainian soldiers are already integrated into NATO. NATO can 
thus issue direct commands down to the level of squads. 

The Ukraine has housed biological weapons for the US and weapons laboratories. These 
are financed by the US Dept. of Defence. 

Ukrainian airspace was open to flights by US strategic and reconnaissance aircraft and 
drones that conduct surveillance over Russia. The US built Maritime Operations Centre in 
Ochakov is able to support NATO warships against the Russian Black Sea fleet and coast. 

Effectively, the Ukraine is now a NATO country contrary to international treaties. This 
poses a severe threat to Russia. Russia has a hostile international army on its border in a 
country that is shelling Russian people. Putin said that NATO’s military infrastructure is ‘a 

knife to our throat’. This is western aggression of the first order. 

The military operations, paid for by America, in eastern Ukraine pose a military threat 
close to the Russian border. Therefore, Putin announced this week that his operation in the 
Ukraine is to demilitarise and ‘denazify’ the region. This was prompted by the 
deterioration of contacts between Kiev and the Donbass plus the intensification and 
mobilisation of the Ukrainian army and the shelling of Donbass cities last week. Ukraine 
also just purchased Turkish Bayraktar attack drones. 
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In addition, interceptor missiles are being established in Romania and Poland as part of a 
US project to create a global missile defence system. Launchers deployed can be used for 
Tomahawk cruise missiles to attack Russia. American strategic planning documents 
confirm the possibility of a pre-emptive strike. US ballistic missiles can penetrate over 
5,000 km into Russia. The flying time of a Tomahawk missile aimed at Moscow is less than 
35 minutes. Ballistic missiles from Kharkov will take 8 minutes. Hypersonic weapons only 
four minutes. 

When Soviet missiles were about to be placed in Cuba in 1962, Kennedy very nearly 
initiated nuclear war with the USSR until Khruschev backed down. Kennedy did not wait 
patiently for eight years. 

The prime task of a national leader is the peace and security of his people. These people 
being killed in the Donbass are Russians that have lived in the Ukraine for centuries. It is 
entirely reasonable for Putin to finally, after years of failed diplomacy, take military action 
to prevent genocide. On top of this is the threat of a growing foreign army on its border. 
Western leaders have gone to war for far less. 

The level of threats to our country has increased significantly. Russia has every right to 
respond in order to ensure its security. And that is exactly what we will do.  

Address of the president of the Russian Federation. 

Russia wants NATO to withdraw to its pre-1997 borders in the East. 

Summary of Putin’s address on television 

 Worry about the fundamental threat which western politicians created for Russia. 
Explanation of history. 

 Eastward expansion of NATO moving military infrastructure closer to the Russian 
border posing a serious security threat. 

 Russia has patiently tried to negotiate with NATO regarding national security. This was 
met with lies, blackmail and deception. 

 

The run-up to military action 

 Detailed demands of security guarantees to the US. These were rejected. 

 Russia-China joint statement at the start of the Winter Olympics. 

 One-hour address to the nation by Putin shortly after the Russian Security Council live 
session deliberating on the request from the DPR and the LPR to recognise 
independence (declared in May 2014). 

 Russian Permanent Representative Vasily Nebenzya outlined, to the UN Security 
Council, why the recognition of the LPR and DPR does not hinder the Minsk 
agreements of 2015. He affirmed that Russia was still open to diplomacy. He affirmed 
the concern of Russia to protect lives in the Donbass. Germany derided this, ignoring 
such things as the Odessa massacre where people were burned alive. 

 The Munich Security Conference confirmed that Russia is the enemy of the West; that 
NATO must expand continually east; cutting off the Russian economy from the EU; 
ending Nord Stream 2; Ukraine to be brought into NATO etc. This was the last straw 
for Putin. 

 Russia warned that it may take military measures to protect is own security. 
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The Russian ‘Invasion’ 

The Russian military operation was not an invasion but was entirely in accordance with 
UN rules to act in order to prevent genocide against its own people. It did not target 
civilians at all but only military installations. It is possible that some civilians have been 
accidental collateral damage, but the western media has form in faking such claims, just as 
it did in Syria. If Russia has attacked weapons dumps, air bases, military installations etc., 
how is it that an old woman has been hurt only to appear on all the front pages in a co-
ordinated rapid response of the establishment? Is this faked? 

Within one hour, Russian missiles had taken out everything that mattered to the Ukrainian 
military: air force, navy, airfields, bridges, command and control centres and all the new 
Turkish Bayraktar drones. The Donetsk People’s Republic artillery also hit the Ukraine 
military headquarters in Donbass which housed the entire military command. Despite 
massive initial successes by Russia and the breakaway provinces, taking 83 strategic 
targets according to plans, Putin said that Russia is ready to negotiate with the Ukraine. 
This is contingent on declaring the Donbass a neutral zone with the military removed. The 
Ukraine military has been trashed in hours despite outnumbering the Russian troops 5 to 
1. Its communications are broken. Its military dumps and warehouses have been blown up. 
Its air bases taken over or ruined. In points of contact Ukrainian military units have 
immediately surrendered.  

This whirlwind military action has astounded NATO, which now realises that it is useless 
in comparison to the military strength, wisdom and capacity of Russia. This is one of the 
most astounding military actions in 100 years. Ukraine cannot continue but will have a 
new government and become a neutral nation. For Putin to offer a negotiated settlement is 
high statesmanship. 

This was magnanimous since Russia has: better military strategies, a better-trained 
military force; better weapons, including the best tanks, unstoppable missiles,7 the best 
submarines, and the best aircraft. Russia could demolish the Ukraine, even with all its 
USA-supplied resources and NATO troops. This proves that Putin is not a megalomaniac 
but a statesman. The offer was ultimately refused. The military operation was put on hold 
on Friday 25 February when Kiev initially said that it was ready to negotiate. On Saturday 
the Ukrainian leadership then said that the conditions were not right and the military 
operation resumed. Any collateral damage from that point is entirely the fault of the 
Ukraine government. Mark this well; the conflict could have ended last Saturday. 

Russia has done everything possible to avoid civilian casualties. It knows that after the 
conflict reparations will be necessary for damaged property and casualties; this could ruin 
the Russian economy, therefore Russia is doing everything possible to minimise this. One 
of the ways it is doing this is by not using the Russian warplanes, unlike the carpet 
bombing tactics of NATO in Syria, Libya and Iraq. Russia was able to just walk into 
Ukraine with virtually no opposition and did not need air cover. This has vastly reduced 
civilian casualties. Russia is only using about 10% of its troop capacity and holding back its 
elite corps and more lethal weaponry. Despite the shocking claims of devastation in the 
media, it is clear that cities are still functioning, which is very unusual in a real war. The 
cities have power, water supplies, sewage function, people are driving cars; the only failure 

                                                   
7 For example: TU-22M3 strategic bombers can carry three S-32 anti-ship missiles that fly at supersonic 
Mach 4.3 speed with a range of 1,000 km. No Aegis system can catch them. Mig-31Ks aircraft can be 
equipped with hypersonic Khinzals, that are more than enough to sink any kind of US surface group, 
including aircraft carriers, with no US defence mechanisms capable of stopping them. 
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is Internet connection. This is nothing like the shock and awe tactics of NATO sending 
cruise missiles into Iraq killing indiscriminately and destroying wide areas. 

Since Russia took out most of the military control infrastructure in two days, why is 
inflicting defeat on Kiev taking so long now? It is because Russia is being so careful trying 
to avoid civilian casualties, especially in areas where they are being used as human shields. 
This is a very difficult task. 

On the other side the Ukrainian Nazi groups are positioning military units, such as Grad 
rockets, next to apartment blocks and is using civilians as human shields. Sooner or later 
casualties will result. Stories are also emerging that the Nazis are shooting civilians trying 
to escape the cities. In Russian encircled cities the Russians have created a safe corridor for 
civilians to escape and thus avoid innocent casualties. The Nazis have forbidden this 
escape and have shot entire families trying to escape in cars. This is the level of evil that the 
Russians are opposing. Videos have been uploaded of entire families shot dead in their cars 
as they tried to escape cities. One film shows witnesses, including a child, filming such a 
scene being killed in Mariupol. It was later revealed that Zelensky has ordered all people 
fleeing Ukraine to be shot on sight. Zelensky also ordered all men under 65 to be 
conscripted on pain of death if they refuse. There is also a report that the Ukraine regular 
army attacked an Azov Battalion unit that was killing civilians in Mariupol. 

In the city of Mariupol the commander of an Azov detachment of the 13th Armoured Forces 
of the National Guard of Ukraine, is preparing a huge false flag. The civilian population is 
being brought into the area of the Azovstal Plant which has been extensively mined with 
military equipment placed in the courtyard. In the event of a breakthrough in the defence 
of the city the Nazis plan to blow up the plant’s building with the civilians inside. This is to 
blacken the name of the Russians and blame it on artillery fire.8 

In the basement of a school on Gastelo Street, over 60 civilians are being forcibly detained 
with more than half being women and children. The Azov unit has also mined this 
building. This situation is also occurring in Artyomovsk. The Kiev military has also set up 
roadblocks banning civilians from leaving the city. How can the West foolishly support 
such wicked actions, which are war crimes? 

There are also reports, such as by French journalists, that the Ukrainian Nazis have been 
using missile strikes against their own population in order to create a propaganda offensive 
in the West. An administration building in Kharkiv was struck by a missile and publicised 
in the Mail. However, the missile came from the west and struck the south-western corner 
which could not have been fired from Russian positions at the time. 

The Mayor of Mariupol, Vadim Boychenko, published photos of the shelling of a residential 
area by the Russian military. However, this shows that the projectile was a Tochka-U, 
which is only in service with Ukrainian troops. 

ISIS groups are allegedly also in allegiance with the Nazis. Salafists have been working 
with the Ukrainian Nazis for some time but now NATO is sending Al-Qaeda operatives 
(which they have supported for years in Syria) to fight Russia. 

40,000 fully automatic AK47s and ammunition has been handed out to civilians by the 
Ukraine government with no training. This is stupid and dangerous. It seems some people 
have used this to settle old scores; some have robbed supermarkets and are looting; others 
are just wasting ammunition in provocation. People will be hurt through lack of discipline. 
                                                   
8 Military intelligence from the DPR Militia deputy head Eduard Basurin. 
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Worse, prisoners have been released and given weapons on the promise to fight Russians. 
What could go wrong? 

The promises of the west to supply the Ukraine with more weapons of all sorts is pointless; 
the Russians control all the Ukrainian airspace and airports. Those weapons cannot get 
through unless they can get through by sea. 

12 US level-4 bioweapons labs have been attacked by Russia with thermo-missiles to 
destroy pathogens. Seven of those have been levelled. Five are severely damaged. 

Russia is treating prisoners of war humanely. Those that surrender are asked to sign a 
pledge to take no further action then they are fed, given medical help and bussed back to 
their homes. The LPR has also pledged to treat Ukrainian prisoners humanely, even giving 
them medical treatment and Bibles. 

It should also be noted that American drones have been aiding the Ukrainian attacks. For 
example, when 16 Ukrainian gunboats attacked the Russian fleet off Odessa, they were 
aided by strategic US RQ-4 Global Hawk and MQ9A Reaper drones providing 
reconnaissance. This is politically dangerous US involvement in a foreign war. 

The potential exposure of western corrupt leaders 
One reason for the global demonisation of Putin in the media to ridiculous levels is that 
Western leaders are running scared. They want to deflect all blame on Putin to avoid 
exposure with a spotlight shining on Ukraine. 

Multiple leaders have been involved in deep corruption in the Ukraine; including Joe 
Biden, Hunter Biden, Bill Clinton, Barack Obama, Justin Trudeau and others. If Russia 
gains access to the proof of this held in Kiev, it will be game over for these corrupt leaders. 
This is why witnesses are saying that there is a massive burning of documents in Kiev. 

Is Putin acting imperiously? 
This is the charge in the West and surprisingly used by formerly sane people like Toby 
Young, David Starkey and Nigel Farage who are simply deluded by propaganda. Farage has 
called for NATO to attack with warplanes, which would vastly increase civilian casualties. 
Brilliant! Starkey has compared Putin to Louis IV and called him a megalomaniac. Young 
simply implied that he was insane. 

So far we have no reason to think that Putin is acting out a plan of imperialistic expansion 
beginning with Ukraine. Firstly, he has said so and affirmed that when the Donbass is safe 
and the NATO threat removed he will leave. Secondly he offered peace terms on day two, 
but the Ukraine rejected this. An imperialistic agenda would not have included a peace 
treaty when he was winning. 

The proof will be what happens next. Putin certainly wants to see his native Russia in a 
position of strength internationally and would like the former federation ‘stans brought 
back into the fold. But there is no indication that he is going to use force to do this. If he 
becomes emboldened by the ineffective resistance of NATO and pushes further, then he 
will be guilty of megalomania and imperialism. We will see. 

Examples of fake news in the media and its effects 

The Internet and media have exploded with fake news about Russia. Social media is 
riddled with channels that claim all sorts of atrocities and then ask for money – these are 
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just scams. Meanwhile there is an orchestrated chorus of media singing from the same 
hymn-sheet as usual. This is clearly homogenised, pre-packaged news stories straight out 
of the Secret Services. Some of the stories are so ridiculous they quickly get found out. 

It is vital to understand that the CIA has been in control of the mainstream Western media 
since the JF Kennedy assassination in 1963. Many whistleblower journalists have 
confirmed this.9 The CIA works as an arm of the Deep State doing all sorts of dirty work, 
including controlling drug trafficking.10 The Deep State / Global Elite is Luciferian; 
therefore, the activity of the CIA controlling the media is essentially satanic. The satanic 
nature of media bias has been observed many times in recent decades. It comprises: 
outright lies, obfuscation, manipulation, faked news, fabricated images, crisis actors, and 
so on. It has promoted: Gay issues, LGBQ issues, Intersectionalism, support of Islamic 
radical actions (such as by ISIS in Syria), illegal coups, illegal wars, the lie about global 
warming, the Covid hoax, vaccine safety, the list goes on and on. This is a satanic agenda. 

The CIA and Deep State absolutely hate Putin and hate Christian Russia; they seek to 
destroy both. This is why the media has gone into an overdrive meltdown of vilification of 
Putin. All this means that you cannot trust a single thing the western media is saying about 
the Ukraine. Check out accurate sources of proven trustworthiness on these issues, such as 
Russell Bentley present in the Donbass near Donetsk or Scott Ritter, former UN weapons 
inspector and military advisor who consistently predicts geo-political issues correctly or 
the usual trusted sources.11 

Here are just a few examples of fake news in the mainstream media. 

The Snake Island surrender 
As reported by BuzzFeed News, USA Today, The Guardian etc. 

This refers to a group of 13 soldiers trapped on Zmeiny Island on the Black Sea that 
supposedly stood bravely in defiance of the Russians and were killed. They were then 
honoured with a heroic award. In fact they surrendered and were taken prisoner and are 
alive along with others. So much for western media. 

This contingent was part of a group of 82 Ukrainian soldiers that surrendered and were 
treated humanely in Sevastopol. After this they returned to their families. 

The BBC strike aircraft claim 
This was a video, which some newspapers captured as photo images, of Russian warplanes 
flying in a V-formation over Kiev ready to attack. 

The problem was that this footage was two-years old and was a flypast over Moscow. The 
BBC, once others had pointed this out, said that it was an accident. Former BBC employees 
than explained that it could not be accidental. To use archive footage one has to go through 
numerous administrative hoops explaining why you want it and how it will be used. This 
was a deliberate lie. 

The incinerators 
As reported by The Telegraph. 

                                                   
9 See for example Jon Rappoport, ‘Real war vs. phoney war; turn on the news bubble machine’. 
10 This is why the CIA controlled the Afghan War in order to resume the heroin exports which had been 
terminated by the Taliban. 
11 For example: James Corbett of Corbett Report or Paul Joseph Watson of Summit News. 
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Footage was published of mobile incinerators with the claim that these were used by the 
Russians to get rid of human casualties. Then it was discovered that this was from 2013 
YouTube footage of industrial incinerators getting rid of garbage. 

Nuclear power plant attack 
Stories ran that Putin had set fire to the ex-nuclear power plant and threatened a nuclear 
disaster. One example is Zaporizhzhia. It turned out that an administration building had 
caught fire and there was no threat at all. 

The ghost of Kiev pilot 
This story claimed that a sole Ukrainian pilot became a fighter ace in two days, downing 
several Russian warplanes. 

In fact this was a meme created by a comedian spoof director, Sam Hyde. 

Russian tanks running over civilians 
The tanks turned out to be Ukrainian. 

Holocaust memorial 
Zelensky claimed that Russia had attacked the Babi Yar Holocaust memorial in Kiev in an 
attempt to ‘erase our history’. Then an Israeli journalist visited the site to find that it was 
entirely unscathed. 

Zelensky 
Zelensky is portrayed as the hero of the hour who bravely paraded in the streets of Kiev in 
military fatigues. Except that he didn’t. Those images were from a year ago. 

Comment 
The level of insanity in reporting this conflict is beyond the pale, even for the mainstream 
media. The BBC and other outlets should hang their heads in shame about their 
propaganda, which is not just lies, but stupid, easily found out lies. They can’t even lie 
professionally. 

It is time for Christians and wise people in general to completely stop looking at the 
mainstream media. It has become a complete tool for Satan in order to play with your 
mind and deceive you. You will grow in delusion if you continue. 

Mass psychosis 
The establishment perfected the mass hypnotism of the populace during the Covid crisis. 
We have seen the effects of this literally making people do stupid things, even dangerous 
things, like wear useless, cancer-causing facemasks or take a toxic vaccine. 

This mass formation psychosis technique is being used again in this crisis with a 
homogenised media parroting the same stories set by a centralised force in the Secret 
Services and CIA. The level of hysteria being generated by this is literally off the map; it has 
become ludicrous. The insurance company that uses meercats with a Russian accent in its 
advertising has said that they are suspending further adverts. It is also resulting in 
dangerous social issues, such as Russian children being persecuted at school and 
businesses in the West owned by Russians being boycotted and targeted for abuse. This 
has happened within days. 

What concerns me most is that Christians are being equally deluded along with the world 
yet again and have not learned the lesson of being discerning. Christians – get off social 
media and stop watching televsion! 
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This mass psychosis has always been used in history to foment wars and revolutions. It was 
used in the French Revolution, in the Bolshevik Revolution and in Nazi Germany to name 
but a few. The problem today is that with television and social media the psychosis spreads 
much quicker. In days a mass formation is achieved with propaganda and deception. 

In every case this mass psychosis generates a virtue-signalling upper class who follow the 
hypnotic messaging with a persecuted victim class that refuse to go along with the 
deceptive narrative. This is extremely dangerous. Refusniks lose their jobs, get vilified, get 
physically attacked, lose their family and friends and suffer unjustly. This is an evil work. 
Society loses its cohesion and the elite cabal succeeds in its plans to destabilise the nation. 

Western hypocrisy 

The clamour in the establishment and media denouncing Putin’s actions are nothing but 
rank hypocrisy. The west has done far more unjustified and wicked military incursions in 
the last 30 years. 

Biden declared that Putin’s ‘invasion’ of Ukraine would bring about ‘a catastrophic loss of 
life’. What about NATO’s pre-emptive invasion of Iraq which resulted in over a million 
civilian deaths and destabilisation of the entire region? What about the US sponsored 
insurrection in Syria resulting in hundreds of thousands of dead civilians? What about 
Hillary Clinton’s air strikes on Libya and support of Islamic radicals which destroyed the 
country? What about Obama’s illegal drone strikes often killing three generations of a 
family? What about US support of the attacks on Yemen resulting in thousands of deaths? 
What about US military incursions into Somalia? What about a long illegal war in 
Afghanistan? Why didn’t the media protest about these in a unified hyperbolic manner as 
it has with Putin? 

 Where was the outrage when US troops shot old women in the face who were fleeing 
Fallujah? 

 Where was the outrage when people swimming across a river in an attempt to flee 
hostilities in Fallujah were shot like ducks in a barrel? 

 Where was the outrage when US troops tortured, maimed and killed innocent civilians 
in Afghan detention centres; such as the dead taxi driver left hanging from a roof who 
was so badly beaten that he looked like a piece of meat? 

 Where was the outrage when NATO sanctions killed thousands of poor Iraqis, mostly 
children deprived of medical supplies? 

 Where was the outrage when US drones killed entire wedding parties in Afghanistan 
and Pakistan? 

 Where was the outrage when President Obama dropped 26,171 bombs in 2016? Every 
day over 72 bombs blasted innocent civilians. Not a word. Obama killed more civilians 
in one year (plus every other year of his presidency) than Putin. 

 Where was the outrage when the Ukraine government shelled Donbass men, women 
and children, destroying schools and hospitals for eight years? 

 
In 1999, Bill Clinton and NATO carpet-bombed the Russian-centred, Orthodox Christian 
nation of Serbia for two and a half months, bombing: schools, churches and civilian 
centres. It then created a new nation, Kosovo – just what NATO is accusing Putin of doing 
with the LPR and DPR. There was virtually no outcry. 

In short, NATO has been involved in mass murder for many years and has no right to 
lecture Putin. In fact, Putin has done everything he could to avoid military action, even 
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when two Russian pilots were shot down over Syria. This patience is incredible since 
Russia has the military capacity to completely destroy Britain with one unstoppable Sartan 
II hypersonic missile. NATO military excursions cared nothing about civilian losses. 

When Russia surrendered West Germany it was promised that NATO, in the George HW 
Bush administration, would not ‘expand one inch eastward’. This was promised by US 
Secretary of State James Baker. Since then NATO and the US have constantly expanded 
eastward with no Russian retaliatory action, beginning with Bill Clinton and GW Bush. 

Repercussions to Europe: sanctions 

Sanctions in general 
Firstly, we must mention that sanctions never work; never. They mostly hurt the nation 
doing the sanctioning and the poor in the nation being sanctioned. Look at the embargo on 
Cuba; did that bring Castro to surrender? Did sanctions against Assad bring down the 
Syrian government? Did sanctions topple Saddam Hussein? 

When Porsche and Volkswagen stop production in Russia, whom will it hurt? Not Russia 
that will sell more Russian-made cars, but Europe economics, European workers and 
European investors. 

Russia and China already have an alternative to SWIFT and can quickly establish new 
transaction measures. Russia is already ramping up its use of digital currency, which will 
avoid reliance of the US financial systems. Already close, Russia and China will now grow 
ever closer and this poses a bigger threat to the Western hegemony. 

Censorship and cancellation 
There is massive censorship going on; what will suffer as a result? Not Putin but free 
speech and freedom of expression in the West. Just a few example of censored items: 

 RT has been cancelled and deleted in America and the EU and deleted from Sky. This 
has caused a loss of jobs in those areas. 

 The University of Milan has deleted Russian novelist Dostoyevsky from its curriculum. 

 Russian athletes and Paralympic athletes have been banned. 

 FI motoring has banned Russian drivers. 

 FIFA has banned Russian clubs. 
 
Boris says that there is nothing to fear; Britain is not exposed in any way. More lies. 

Nord Stream 2 
Germany has now cancelled the Nord Stream 2 project (not Nord Stream 1) that would 
have connected Russia with northern Europe. 

This was one of America’s objectives. It wants Europe, particularly Germany, to buy much 
more expensive liquid gas from the US transported on ships rather than the much cheaper 
gas piped from Russia. This will mean even higher gas prices than that which is already 
planned for in April. The British cost of living is going to go through the roof in 2022 and 
millions are going to suffer.12 Although we only import about 3-5% of our gas from Russia, 
we depend upon electricity imported from The Netherlands, which in turn requires 
Russian gas to produce it. 

                                                   
12 This is mostly caused by lockdowns, tax losses, and the waste of over £400 billion in response measures to 
Covid. Inflation and interest rate rises will make this much worse. Britain will suffer generations of economic 
pain due to government mistakes. 
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Markets 
There is already a big response in the markets. Oil is up 6.4%. What the Russian economy 
loses in sanctions it gains in increased oil prices. The stock markets are showing indicators 
of a threat. Bitcoin was initially under threat and crashing but then it was boosted by 
Russians taking their money out of banks and buying digital currency.. EU sanctions 
threaten to put markets into freefall prompting bank options. Sanctions have affected the 
Russian exports of fertiliser, which Europe requires for farming. If this continues, food 
production will be affected. The real sufferers in this will be the poor and middle class in 
Russia and the West. Germany is under a severe threat in terms of energy, inflation and 
the food chain. The sanctions are going to harm the West more than Russia. 

Inflation 
The sanctions appear to be economically stupid and are worrying economists. There are 
multiple effects which will eventually increase inflation in Western Europe even more. 
Russia, anticipating this, and with an inflation rate similar to the US, has already put 
interest rates up to 20% to try to stave off rising inflation. The West is keeping interest 
rates at near zero, which will cause huge spikes in inflation. Russia can ride out an 
economic hit because it has huge gold reserves; it dumped most of its dollar reserves; has 
an energy surplus and huge reserves of grain and food. It has 30% of the world’s corn and 
wheat and had already halted exports. It can also trade freely with China and several other 
nations (the BRICS nations still support Russia). The west, however, has no such 
advantage and an economic crash coupled with shortages of food and power will destroy 
places like Germany and Britain. 

The stupidity of the overreaction of people to try to hurt the Russian economy is beyond 
reason. BP owns one fifth of the Nord Stream pipeline. Sanctioning this will damage BP’s 
profit margins. What will this do to British consumers? Increased petrol prices to keep the 
shareholders dividends intact? Petrol prices have already spiked within the first few days 
of the conflict. Supermarkets have removed vodka from shelves. This is despite the fact 
that, for example, Smirnoff vodka is primarily made in Britain and Europe. Sanctioning 
Russian banks and threatening removal from SWIFT could result in Russia and China 
developing alternatives that could ruin the western banking system. The West is playing 
with fire when it comes to sanctions. 

The Rouble 
As a result of the sanction the Rouble has tanked. What does this mean? 

It primarily means that Russian people will pay more for imported goods. This will 
disproportionally affect poor and middle class Russians than anyone else. The Russian 
oligarchs and political leaders had already moved their money into safe havens before the 
conflict began. That is common sense. Their finances are protected in offshore bank 
accounts and other secure locations. The sanctions will not affect the rich. But the 
sanctions will hurt the poor very severely. Food could become expensive as well as medical 
provisions. Construction materials will be expensive. However, exports will be boosted. 

When the Russian poor became badly hurt by sanctions, just what do you think they will 
feel about the West? They will gravitate towards China as a trading partner and give more 
support to Putin. Another own goal for the West. 
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The coming food crisis 

Warning: stockpile food and emergency supplies13 now!!! 

 
Lack of grains 
A third of the world’s grains have been cut off from the West. What will this mean? 

Animal feed producers in South Korea have declared a crisis; 300,000 metric tonnes of 
corn paid for and bound for South Korea was halted; corn cannot get out of Ukraine ports.  

EU agriculture ministers have just announced a crisis meeting. They warn that food 
production in Europe is going to be disrupted. France is seeking to initiate the EU’s food 
crisis mechanism, which could include food rationing. In other words, there is already a 
food crisis and a problem with animal feed. 

The actions of the global elite in destroying food supply chains (which was already going 
on) is part of the plan for worldwide destruction in order for the Great Reset to arise from 
the ashes; as a new world order. Under the cover of attacking Putin, the sanctions will do 
more harm to everyone else. 

Global warming 
Britain has been paying farmers £100,000 to stop farming because livestock contributes to 
climate change. At a time when we need farmers more than ever, Britain has been 
terminating farms. 

China and Russia had already halted farm exports because they knew what the global elite 
were planning. The have prepared for global food chain shortages. Britain has squandered 
any advantage it had. Shame on the government. 

The Maunder Minimum 
In addition the Maunder Minimum (Grand Solar Minimum) appears to be kicking in 
which alters the Gulf Stream. This will mean that Britain and Western Europe will get 
much colder, hitting local food production. Globally the big grain areas, like central North 
America and Russia will also be much colder. Already Paraguay, the 4th largest soy 
producer, has lost 60% of its crops for this year. The food supply chain has already broken 
down as a result of the lockdowns. 

Effects already: 

 Gas prices are through the roof. 

 Fertiliser prices are through the roof. 

 Construction material prices are through the roof. 

 Wheat prices are through the roof. 

 Animal feed prices are through the roof. 
 
Multiple effects on Britain 
In short, Britain is exposed to numerous threats that affect the cost of living and threaten 
our quality of life in very serious ways. Expect power cuts and food shortages if sanctions 
continue. It is not impossible that rationing may be introduced with the vaccine passport 
being used to access food. Instead of planning for the future, the government is wasting its 
breath denouncing Putin and sending money, advisors and weapons to Ukraine. We 

                                                   
13 Batteries, medical items, gas cans, cash, silver, toothpaste, necessary infrastructure etc. 
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should be storing energy (we have little gas storage) and food right now as well as raising 
interest rates to at least 10%. 

The British government is doing everything wrong! 

The necessary fear narrative 
Another key objective is to create a new set of fear paradigms to scare the population now 
that the Covid crisis is diminishing to net zero. The population must be kept in a constant 
state of fear in order to minimise any thought of rebellion. Scared people look to the 
government for help. 

Lies about the Ukrainian situation in the west 

Although I am used to the false propaganda continually spewing from western media and 
the elite establishment, I am shocked at the presentation of the situation and lack of 
context that seem to have brainwashed almost everybody. The public is just fed lie upon 
lie. 

Putin is equivalent to Hitler and is aggressively expanding westwards putting 
Poland, Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia under threat 
This is utter codswallop, as I have evidenced within this paper. 

In fact Putin has been extremely restrained while his own people have been subjected to 
ongoing genocidal programmes for eight years. His patience has been longsuffering. He 
tried every diplomatic avenue for years to relieve the suffering in the Donbass and not 
anyone did anything about it. He tried the UN. He approached individual nations, such as 
America. He issued warnings of repercussion. He tried negotiating with Ukraine. Finally, 
he had no other choice but to cross the border to demilitarise the area and protect 
Russians. This was not an invasion but was welcomed by eastern Ukraine citizens who saw 
Russia troops as liberators. 

Even as he had the military advantage, utterly demolishing Ukraine forces in two days and 
destroying huge amounts of military infrastructure, he halted his tanks and offered to 
negotiate instead of marching into the centre of encircled Kiev. He also stated that when 
the Donbass was demilitarised and ‘denazified’, he would leave. 

Ukraine is a sovereign democracy 
Another pack of lies as I have already explained. Ukraine is neither sovereign nor a 
democracy. It is a puppet state of the US dominated by Nazis. The CIA got rid of the 
democratically elected president in 2014 and the government has been riddled with 
corruption ever since. 

The Ukraine is innocent 
Again, this paper demonstrates that this is a lie. Ukraine is a criminal state intent on 
genocide. 

Zelensky is a hero 
This man is literally a comedian noted for playing a piano with his penis on TV. He has no 
political stature whatsoever and stories about his heroic walks around Kiev in military garb 
are lies. He is hidden away, surrounded by NATO-supplied Nazi mercenaries who will 
swiftly kill him if he gets out of line. He has no political ability, no statesmanship and is a 
mere actor (literally) being directed by the West. His recent interviews have been a farce 
and inarticulate. The hero narrative is deceitful elite propaganda. 
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Putin is covering up his crimes 
In fact he is doing the opposite. After he captured an airport outside Kiev, he welcomed 
CNN to come in and question the military in charge and report on what they saw. This is 
all the more amazing since CNN has been vehement in its continual denunciation of Russia 
for years. 

There is going to be no effect of this situation upon Britain 
Tell that to the poor who are going to be unable to afford their energy bills in the coming 
months. With prices already going up 4,000% because of lockdowns and government 
stupidity,14 they will go up even more as Europe faces a 40% cut in gas from Russia. This 
will be coupled with food shortages. 

A word to Christians 

The conflict in Ukraine is a struggle between two different worldviews. Russia under Putin 
is overtly a Russian Orthodox Christian narrative. While evangelicals have issues with that 
theology (see my paper on it), nevertheless, the position is essentially Christian. The forces 
in control of the Ukraine government (not the people) are Luciferians and Nazis. They are 
openly Nazi, even wearing Nazi insignia and professing admiration for the German SS. 
Their controllers are not the elected representatives but the CIA, NATO and the Deep 
State, which are Luciferian. 

Now almost all western Christians dishonoured God in the last two years. They fully 
accepted and believed satanic lies to the point of willingly closing down their churches. 
How they could fail to see that this was satanic is beyond me, but this is how bad modern 
churches and leaders are. Now they are doing it again having fallen foul of the massive 
lying propaganda put out by the media about the Ukraine. By siding with the 
establishment and attacking Russia, they are attacking a Christian viewpoint and follow a 
Luciferian viewpoint. 

I call upon all Christians to wake up and start discerning. You will have to answer to God 
for your choices in this life. Start focusing on truth and not media lies. 

Conclusion 

The whole story in the West that Putin is akin to Hitler and that he is a madman set on 
global expansion is utter rubbish. In fact Putin has been noteworthy for pursuing 
statesmanship instead of military intervention. When two Russian pilots were shot down 
in Syria Putin received considerable flack for being patient and not retaliating with military 
force. 

However, it is clear that: 1) Russians in the Donbass were facing imminent genocide; 2) the 
build up of NATO and American military forces on Russia’s border in the Ukraine posed a 
clear and present danger for citizens in Russia as far as Moscow. This would be intolerable 
for any premier. Compare this to an enemy taking over The Isle of Wight. Therefore, his 
actions in trying to lance this boil with military intervention is entirely justifiable. He is 
clearly trying to save lives; hence his offer to negotiate when facing military victory. 

The best action for us is to not interfere in foreign geo-politics that are not our business. 
Our interference in supplying troops, advisors and weaponry provoking Russia is what 
caused this crisis. When the Russians are victorious and have subjugated Ukraine, we 

                                                   
14 Closing down coal-fired power stations, suspending nuclear power stations, trusting in wind farms etc. 
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should immediately recognise its neutrality, and the sovereignty of the LPR and DPR, and 
remove all NATO personnel and let the Ukrainians have a better life under a new 
democratically elected leadership. 

 

Scripture quotations are from The New King James Version 
© Thomas Nelson 1982 
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